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Abstract. The dependence of results from coarse-reso- 
lution models of the North Atlantic circulation on the 
numerical advection algorithm is studied. In particular, 
the sensitivity of parameters elevant for climate simu- 
lations as e.g., meridional transport of mass and heat 
and main thermocline thickness is investigated. Three 
algorithms were considered: (a) a central difference 
scheme with constant values for horizontal and vertical 
diffusion, (b) an upstream scheme with no explicit dif- 
fusion, and (c) a flux-corrected transport (FCT) scheme 
with constant and strictly isopycnal diffusion. The tem- 
poral evolution of the three models on time scales of 
centuries is markedly different, the upstream scheme 
resulting in much shorter adjustment time whereas the 
central difference scheme is slower and controlled by 
vertical diffusion rather than advection. In the steady 
state, the main thermocline structure is much less diffu- 
sive in the FCT calculation which also has much lower 
heat transport. Both horizontal circulation and over- 
turning in the meridional-vertical plane are strongest in 
the upstream-model. The results are discussed in terms 
of the effective vertical (diapycnal) mixing in the differ- 
ent models. A significant increase in vertical resolution 
would be required to eliminate the high sensitivity due 
to the numerical algorithms, and allow physically moti- 
vated mixing formulations to become ffective. 
Introduction 
The coupling of ocean and atmosphere through heat 
and fresh water fluxes is an essential factor for climate 
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change on time scales of decades and longer. A quanti- 
tative understanding of climate dynamics on these time 
scales requires ocean general circulation models which 
describe the formation and large-scale transport of wa- 
ter-mass properties with sufficient accuracy. 
To account properly for the important influence of 
eddies on the mean circulation, models with a horizon- 
tal resolution smaller than the internal Rossby radius 
[i.e., 0(30)kin] are required. Although recently progress 
has been made in this direction (Cox 1985; Holland 
1988, personal communication; Semtner and Chervin 
1988), for long-term integrations necessary in the con- 
text of climate studies, such models are computation- 
ally not yet feasible. Models with coarse resolution 
(typically a few hundred kilometers) which include the 
effect of eddies parametrically therefore continue to be 
necessary, in particular, for experiments with coupled 
ocean-atmosphere models. At these scales the momen- 
tum balance is very nearly geostrophic, and effects of 
friction and nonlinearity are normally assumed to be 
unimportant outside certain boundary layers. Some cir- 
culation models have been constructed based on this 
approximation (Hasselmann 1982; Colin de Verdiere 
1988), although traditionally most models have em- 
ployed the primitive equation system (e.g., Bryan and 
Lewis 1979). 
The evolution of temperature and salinity is af- 
fected by the advecting current field, and by mixing 
processes of various kinds. In the main thermocline 
advection is dominant, and important dynamic aspects 
of the horizontal gyre circulation can be understood us- 
ing simplified advective models (e.g., Luyten et al. 
1983; Rhines and Young 1982). However, as demon- 
strated by F. Bryan (1987) the model response to ther- 
mohaline forcing on the very long overturning and dif- 
fusive timescales depends crucially on the strength of 
diapycnal mixing. In particular, this is true for the rate 
of vertical overturning and deep water formation, the 
meridional transport of heat, and the thickness of the 
main thermocline. Isopycnal mixing through stirring by 
geostrophic eddies predominantly affects temperature 
and salinity distribution on isopycnals, but can also be 
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of dynamic importance through the nonlinearity in the 
equation of state. 
The dependence on the diapycnal mixing is trouble- 
some with reference to our ability to model the oceanic 
response to climatic change for at least two reasons. 
One is that the representation f subgridscale processes 
appropriate for large-scale models is not well under- 
stood (see e.g., Holloway 1989, for a recent discussion). 
So far, empirical parameterizations have been used, 
employing e.g., constant diffusion coefficients, or pre- 
scribed vertical profiles, or formulations depending on 
stability (Gargett 1984) or Richardson-number (Paca- 
nowski and Philander 1981). The other reason is that 
even if the effect of subgridscale processes were ade- 
quately known, we might not be able to represent them 
in our models because of numerical imitations. In 
coarse resolution models there is a close connection be- 
tween numerical schemes and mixing parametrizations. 
Some schemes require a certain amount of explicit (but 
not physically motivated) mixing to maintain umerical 
stability while others contain mixing in an implicit way. 
Also, the traditional choice of the diffusion tensor with 
principal axes parallel to the coordinate directions in- 
troduces additional diapycnal diffusion which may not 
be physically justified. 
Part of our motivation in considering the question 
of numerical advection and mixing algorithms arose 
from an experiment with the GFDL ocean model de- 
scribed as follows. The vertical mixing rate was set to 
0.3- 10-4 m 2 s-1, a typical value for the interior mixing 
rate as inferred by Olbers et al. (1985). Fig. 1 shows a 
salinity section at 30°W after 620 years of simulated 
time. The origin of the salinity maximum at the equator 
was found to be a single gridpoint in the Guinea basin 
below the sharp halocline associated with river runoff. 
This sharp front disperses and produces a high salinity 
anomaly which is physically impossible as it violates 
the second law of thermodynamics. That signal nev- 
ertheless i distributed by the equatorial current system 
and by diffusion over large distances until it becomes a
major water mass in the simulation. The only way to 
prevent such numerically induced anomalies in a cen- 
tral difference scheme is to increase the mixing, or the 
resolution. As a much less attractive alternative, one 
could, of course, also change the boundary conditions 
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Fig. 1. Salinity section along 30 ° W after 620 years of  integration 
with the GFDL  ocean model  for an Atlantic configuration. The 
vertical Austausch  is 0 .3 .10-4m2/s  in this experiment.  C.I. 0.2 
psu 
In our experiments with an Atlantic OGCM we 
wanted to address the following questions for a special, 
but perhaps typical, configuration: 
1. To what extent are model results sensitive to the 
choice of the numerical scheme used for the advection 
of temperature and salinity? 
2. How does the mixing, implicit in numerical schemes, 
vary spatially and how does it compare with the explicit 
diffusion for the traditional central differences che- 
me? 
3. How are the differences in the results related to the 
differences in the mixing? 
4. Which model compares best with observations and 
for what reasons? 
5. What consequences can be drawn for the implemen- 
tation of physically motivated mixing schemes in typ- 
ical large-scale GCMs? 
The emphasis of this study is on those aspects of 
ocean circulation models which are relevant to climate 
change on decadal and longer time scales, i.e., the for- 
mation and distribution of water masses and oceanic 
heat transport. A discussion of the influence of advec- 
tion and mixing schemes on gyre-scale motions can be 
found in Gerdes (1988). 
In the second section of this paper, properties of 
some numerical advection schemes are discussed for an 
idealized situation, that resembles a particular aspect of 
the ocean circulation problem. The material in this sec- 
tion is meant o be illustrative rather than to give a thor- 
ough mathematical discussion which can be found else- 
where. The third section describes the philosophy and 
configuration of the numerical experiments with the 
Atlantic GCM. Results are presented in the fourth sec- 
tion, and a concluding discussion is given in the final 
section. 
Properties of numerical adveetion algorithms 
The evolution of temperature, salinity and passive trac- 
ers in the ocean interior is dominated by advection, al- 
though mixing processes are crucial for various aspects 
of the circulation. An essential requirement for ocean 
circulation models, therefore, is that the advection 
process be properly represented. The role of the numer- 
ical algorithm on the solution of advection equations 
has been considered many times (see e.g., Mesinger and 
Arakawa 1976; O'Brien 1986; Rood 1987 where de- 
tailed mathematical nalyses and many additional ref- 
erences can be found). The choice between different al- 
gorithms involves trade-offs of various kinds. Most of 
the general discussions regarding the properties of var- 
ious schemes have been in terms of simplified 1- or 2- 
dimensional systems with little resemblance to ocean 
circulation problems. In the following, we will give a 
brief description of a small selection of algorithms 
which have been used or proposed for ocean circula- 
tion models, and illustrate their properties in situations 
which resemble certain aspects of the propagation of 
water-mass characteristics in the ocean. For mathemati- 
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cal details the reader is referred to the references just 
cited. 
The central difference algorithm is by far the most 
popular scheme in ocean circulation models. The flux 
across the boundary of two grid boxes is calculated as 
the product of normal velocity with an average of both 
upstream and downstream concentrations. This is com- 
bined with a leapfrog (central difference) scheme in 
time, with an occasional forward timestep to suppress 
the computational mode. The scheme conserves total 
mass and is of second-order accuracy (strictly speaking, 
the latter is true only for uniform grids, and there is 
some loss of accuracy due to non-uniform vertical reso- 
lution in most circulation models). Its main disadvan- 
tages is the numerical dispersion that is most noticeable 
near large gradients in the advected quantity. Non-phy- 
sical oscillations or "ripples" (under- and overshoots) 
and negative concentrations of positive definite quanti- 
ties may occur. Such numerical solutions violate the 
second law of thermodynamics. An illustration of this 
numerical error in a circulation model has been already 
discussed (Fig. 1). Addition of explicit diffusion is re- 
quired to reduce or eliminate this problem. The re- 
quired amount of explicit diffusion depends on the ac- 
tual situation and will be discussed in connection with 
the following examples. 
The upstream scheme has very different numerical 
errors. Here one-sided upstream differences in each 
space direction are used to calculate the advective 
fluxes, in combination with forward time-stepping. The 
scheme conserves total mass and is of first-order accu- 
racy. It is free from the dispersive effects mentioned 
above. Its main disadvantages i  the large amount of 
implicit diffusion. For this reason, the upstream scheme 
has been very unpopular with most ocean modelers. It 
can be shown, however, that no linear algorithm with 
less implicit diffusion exists which is strictly free of dis- 
persive effects. 
Central differences and upstream algorithms repre- 
sent, in a sense, opposite extremes, each minimizing 
one kind of numerical error at the expense of another. 
A linear compromise between both schemes may be 
useful in certain cases (e.g., Fiadeiro and Veronis 1977) 
but will in general exhibit dispersive ffects. A nonli- 
near compromise is the flux-corrected transport (FCT) 
algorithm (Boris and Book 1973; Zalesak 1979). Here 
the flux difference (anti-diffusive flux) between a cen- 
tral difference scheme (or any other higher order sche- 
me) and an upstream scheme is computed. Adding the 
anti-diffusive flux in full to the upstream flux would 
maximally reduce diffusion but introduce dispersive 
ripples. The central idea is to limit the anti-diffusive 
flux locally such that no under- and overshoots are in- 
troduced. One possible criterion is e.g., to insist that 
from one time step to the next no new maxima or min- 
ima around one grid cell are created by advection. As 
remarked by Rood (1987), the FCT is more a philoso- 
phy rather than an explicit algorithm, as the crucial lim- 
iting step is essentially left to the user's discretion. De- 
pending on the choice of the limiting step the results 
will be closer to those of either the upstream or the cen- 
tral differences cheme. The amount of implicit mixing 
does, therefore, depend on a subjective choice. With 
this limitation in mind, we may regard the FCT algo- 
rithm as a way to find the minimum mixing that is con- 
sistent with the thermodynamical constraint. We em- 
ploy the limiting step described by Zalesak (1979; see 
Appendix) for all applications of the FCT algorithm 
discussed in this paper. 
As an example to illustrate the properties of those 
schemes, we consider a situation where a permanent 
front is maintained by advection of watermasses of dif- 
ferent origin, a situation which may have some analogy 
to the main thermocline in the ocean. We have obtained 
numerical solutions of the advection equation 
0T 
6t ~vT~+ ~.Ty = 0 (1) 
with a stream function given by 
~U(x, y) = sinQry) cos {Jr[x + e(y - 0.5)]} (2) 
which is shown in Fig. 2a for e= 0.4. The resolution 
was 50 by 50 grid points for all schemes. For the central 
difference scheme a term AV2T was added to the right 
hand side of Eq. (1) in order to reduce non-physical os- 
cillations to a tolerable level. The choice of the diffusiv- 
ity A is discussed below. At inflow boundaries the con- 
stant values T= 0 and T= 1, respectively are prescribed, 
and no boundary conditions are applied at outflow 
points (in the case of the central difference scheme with 
diffusion, the diffusive flux is set to zero). The exact 
steady-state solution for this case has a sharp front at 
the separation line, with the constant values 0 resp and 
1 respectively on both sides. The solutions for the var- 
ious schemes are displayed in Fig. 2b-d, their mean 
error is listed in Table 1. 
The central differences scheme depends on the 
choice of diffusion. A value of A = 10-3 (dimensionless 
units) which corresponds to a grid Peclet-number UAx/ 
A = o(10) approximately minimizes the mean error but 
still exhibits a certain amount of non-physical oscilla- 
tory structures (Fig. 2b). A threefold increase in A com- 
pletely eliminates non-physical values and yields a so- 
lution very similar to the upstream case, while the solu- 
tion for A = 0 has stronger oscillations and also an in- 
creased mean error. 
The upstream scheme shows a heavily smoothed 
front, with a cross-frontal width increasing down- 
stream. Its mean error is somewhat larger than that of 
the central difference case with optimal choice of diffu- 
sion. From scaling considerations the cross-frontal with 
away from boundaries is given by 
I 
- (2 ao,f r . /v )  ~ (3) 
where-4elf is the effective diffusivity, U the downstream 
velocity, and Y. a downstream coordinate along the 
front. For the upstream scheme, the numerical diffusiv- 
ity is A~ff- ½ UAx where Ax is the grid resolution, and 
hence 
1 
8-  (Ax. Y.)~ (4) 
k , 
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Fig. 2a-d. Streamlines a and results with b the central differences, c upstream, d FCT numerical advection schemes for a sloping front. 
Shaded areas in b indicate that solution exceeds physically possible values 
Table 1. Mean error of numerical advection schemes for test cases 
shown in Fig. 2. The mean error is defined as 
I LL  
Z~- ! ! IT -  Te .... [dxdy 
Scheme Mean error 
Exact 0 
Central differences 
A = 0 a 0.085 
A = 10 -3 (Fig. 2b) 0.050 
A = 3-10-3 a 0.069 
Upstream (Fig. 2c) 0.076 
FCT (Fig. 2d) 0.033 
a Not shown 
Doubl ing  the resolut ion (which is achieved at an 8-fold 
increase in computat iona l  expense) hence reduces the 
cross-frontal  width by a factor of  1/~ which is not very 
effective. 
The FCT  - scheme is much closer to the exact solu- 
t ion than all other schemes cons idered here. The cross- 
f rontal  width is reduced by almost a factor of  3 com- 
pared  to the upstream scheme. A certain amount  of  
waviness in the contours documents  the tendency of  the 
FCT-scheme to form smal l -scale fronts, and is an indi-  
cat ion of  not  strictly monotonous  behav iour  that may 
occur in two or more d imenisons (cf. Za lesak 1979). 
The front in the preceeding examples  was chosen 
not to be a l igned with the grid points,  in order  to re- 
semble the oceanic  s ituat ion (here the locat ion of  fronts 
is normal ly  not known a-priori).  It is important  o note 
that the above conclusions may be altered in special  
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Fig. 3a-c. Representation f a front aligned with a line of grid 
points a by the central differences and b, e upstream schemes, a, 
b are computed with 50 grid points in each direction, in e 51 grid 
points are used 
cases where fronts are parallel to the coordinate direc- 
tions. Figure 3 shows numerical solutions for symme- 
tric streamlines with a vertical separation line (e= 0). 
While the central difference solution with explicit dif- 
fusion (Fig. 3a) remains qualitatively unchanged com- 
pared to Fig. 2b, the upstream solution (Fig. 3b) turns 
out to be exact. Strictly speaking, this is true only for an 
even number of grid points, and for a resolution of 
51 x 51 (Fig. 3c) the solution is exact only in the upper 
(upstream) half. It is easy to understand this unex- 
pected result by considering the normal velocities along 
the front. For an even number, the normal velocities 
vanish between the grid cells adjacent o the front and 
hence there is no way to transport information across 
the front. For an odd number of grid points, the normal 
velocities are opposite and equal (albeit small) on both 
sides of the innermost grid cells along the front. As 
long as the normal velocities are directed inside, the 
front remains sharp as only the innermost grid points 
are mixed. However, in the lower (downstream) half the 
signal is transported away from the front so that effec- 
tive mixing can occur. The FCT is not shown for this 
case, the results are very similar to those of the up- 
stream scheme. Obviously, the case discussed here is 
rather special and certainly not typical for an ocean cir- 
culation model. However, as will be seen, analogous 
situations actually can occur in certain regions in 
oceanic GCMs, and it is important o recognize their 
origin. 
As a preliminary conclusion from these experiments 
it appears that the FCT scheme performs somewhat 
better than the other schemes considered here. This is 
achieved with an approximately threefold increase in 
computing time compared to the standard schemes. 
The tendency to enhance fronts on a small scale did not 
cause a serious problem in the reported example. 
As expected, the upstream scheme is very diffusive 
and a careful choice of explicit diffusion with the cen- 
tral differences cheme yields generally better results 
which, however, may contain some numerical noise. 
The noise is due to the same numerical effect responsi- 
ble for the equatorial salt anomaly in the OGCM men- 
tioned (Fig. 1). An unexpected performance of the up- 
stream scheme was obtained for the special case of a 
front aligned with the grid, indicating that this scheme 
may exhibit a pronounced advective character in cer- 
tain situations. 
Experiments with a North Atlantic circulation model 
We have seen that the implicit mixing of certain advec- 
tion schemes depends trongly on the velocities. This is 
most pronounced with the upstream scheme but is also 
the case with the FCT scheme. We must expect analo- 
gous behavior in coarse resolution ocean circulation 
models. The velocity field in an ocean model depends 
on the individual configuration of the model and we 
may expect large differences between e.g., a flat-bottom 
box ocean model and a model with realistic bottom to- 
pography and coast line. Altough, for example, the to- 
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Fig. 4. Domain of the Atlantic model. The bottom topography, 
after vertical discretization, is included with a contour interval at 
500 m 
tal overturning rate may be the same in both models, 
the vertical velocities at individual locations will, in 
general, be very different due to the kinematic bound- 
ary condition at the bottom. While the differences in 
the vertical velocities may cancel in the zonal average, 
the vertical mixing will not. Hence, we expect widely 
different effective vertical mixing rates for both cases. 
To obtain results that are relevant for typical climate 
models, it is thus essential, to include such features as 
bottom topography as well as realistic geometry and at- 
mospheric forcing into the model. For our experiments 
we selected the Atlantic domain shown in Fig. 4. The 
boundaries at 30 ° S and 80 ° N are closed walls and the 
European Mediterranean has been excluded. 
The integrations last over 1500 or even 2700 years 
of simulated time starting from rest and temperatures 
and salinities taken from the atlas by Levitus (1982). 
Water masses like the Antarctic intermediate water 
(AAIW), the Antarctic bottom water (AABW) and the 
Mediterranean water will not be formed because they 
are cut off from their source regions by the closed 
walls. It is, of course, possible to include artifical 
sources for certain water masses by means of restoring 
zones in the vicinity of the closed walls (Sarmiento and 
Bryan 1982; Sarmiento 1986). This may be necessary if 
one is interested in actual circulation parameters (e.g., 
heat transport) based on the observed mass field. How- 
ever, such a procedure obscures the origin of the water 
masses in the model. With our choice of boundary con- 
ditions, the only source for a water mass is the surface 
and all water masses generated uring the integration 
can be traced back to the surface. As will be shown, the 
effects of the closed walls on the water mass distribu- 
tion, although significant, do not account for the main 
part of the differences between model results and ob- 
served distributions. It is obvious, however, that the 
closed wall at 30°S will prevent he establishment of
that part of the global thermohaline circulation asso- 
ciated with the "conveyor belt" (Gordon 1986), the flow 
of near surface waters to high northern latitudes and 
the corresponding return flow of deep water, which 
predominantly occurs in the Atlantic Ocean and plays a 
major role in the global climate. 
The numerical models used here are based on the 
primitive equation model described by Cox (1984) 
which is a widely distributed code that has been used 
by many different groups. The model is forced at the 
surface with the annual mean windstress from Heller- 
man and Rosenstein (1983) and heat and fresh water 
fluxes modelled by a Newtonian damping 
Q/(pocp) = 7/Az, (0" - 01) (5) 
So(E -  P)/Po = ~'Azl (S* - $1 ) (6) 
of the first level temperatures 01 and salinities $1 to 
prescribed reference distributions 0* and S* (surface 
values from Levitus 1982). We have not included the 
seasonal cycle of 0* and S* but used the winter distri- 
butions which determine the properties of the deep wa- 
ter masses in the ocean. The time scale 1/7/ for this 
damping is 30 days and Az~ is the thickness of the up- 
permost gridbox. The vertical grid distances together 
with the parameters common to all experiments are 
listed in Table 3. The horizontal resolution is 2 ° in both 
the zonal and meridional directions. 
We have carried out three experiments with differ- 
ent advection-diffusion schemes which are summarized 
in Table 2. The unaltered GFDL-model (Cox 1984) 
with the central differences cheme for the horizontal 
and vertical advection of temperature and salinity, 
serves as a reference xperiment. We will refer to this 
experiment as the standard or CD case. The scalar up- 
stream differences cheme which guarantees the ab- 
sence of numerical dispersion effects is used in the UPS 
experiment. Finally, we employ the FCT-scheme for 
the ease with the minimum diffusion that is consistent 
with the second law of thermodynamics n the FCT ex- 
periment. Except for the differences in the advection- 
diffusion schemes, the configuration is strictly identical 
for all experiments. Some technical aspects of the im- 
plementation of the upstream and FCT are discussed in 
the Appendix. 
Mixing is parameterized by horizontal and vertical 
diffusion in the CD experiment, using constant mixing 
coefficients A h = 103mZs-] and Ao =0.65-10-4m2s -1,
respectively. A, was determined experimentally as the 
smallest value that did not produce the false equatorial 
salinity anomaly depicted in Fig. 1. It is therefore, the 
lowest possible constant value that leads to a physically 
consistent result with this scheme and for this configu- 
ration. 
The mixing in the UPS experiment is solely pro- 
vided by the implicit diffusion of the upstream scheme. 
The effective mixing depends on the absolute value of 
the velocity component in each coordinate direction 
(and to a lesser degree on the gradient of the tracer and 
the shear of the flow). This experiment can be regarded 
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Table 2. Advect ion and mixing schemes used in the Atlantic model  
Experiment Advection scheme Explicit mixing Integration time 
CD Central differences Horizontal/vertical 2700 yr 
(Standard) An = 103 m 2 s - 1, 
Av =0.65.10-4m2s-1 
UPS Upstream differences -- 2700 yr 
FCT FCT iso/diapycnal 1500 yr 
At = 103 m2s-1 ,  Ao =0 
217 
Table 3. Vertical grid and parameters common to all exper iments  
with the At lant ic model  
Level Az Depth  Depth  
of  of  
gr idpoint box bottom 
1 50 25.0 50 
2 63 81.5 113 
3 92 159.0 205 
4 140 275.0 345 
5 213 451.5 558 
6 313 714.5 871 
7 435 1088.5 1306 
8 566 1589.0 1872 
9 689 2216.5 2561 
10 790 2956.0 3351 
11 864 3763.0 4215 
12 915 4672.5 5130 
Horizontal  resolut ion: A0 = 2 ° 
A2 = 2 ° 
Horizontal  and vertical AMn = 4-104m2s -1 
viscosities: A~ = 10-Zm2s -z 
T ime constant  for the 
Newton ian  damping :  1/# = 30 d 
Time step for T, S: At r s= 1 d 
Time step for velocity: A f  '~ = 2 h 
as a limiting case of high mixing where the emphasis i
on the enforcement of the second law of thermodynam- 
ics. Horizontal mixing is expected to be very intense in 
the western boundary currents and the equatorial re- 
gion where large velocities prevail. We expect little 
mixing in regions of slow currents, especially in the 
eastern parts of the basin. Vertical mixing can be in- 
tense in the deep ocean where large vertical velocities 
are present over variable topography and also in the 
western boundary layer. The large grid distances in the 
deeper parts also contribute to enhanced mixing there, 
The third experiment represents the opposite ex- 
treme to the upstream case. By using the FCT scheme 
for the horizontal and vertical advection of temperature 
and salinity, we have attempted to reduce diapycnal 
mixing as far as possible, in the context of the given 
coarse resolution grid, without sacrificing basic thermo- 
dynamical principles. The implicit diffusion in the FCT 
algorithm is, by construction i some (subjective) sense, 
the minimum diffusion that is consistent with the ther- 
modynamical constraint, and we can expect it to be sig- 
nificantly reduced compared to the upstream scheme. 
To parameterize adequately the mixing of temperature 
and salinity due to the (unresolved) eddies, (without in- 
troducing additional diapycnal mixing) explicit isopyc- 
nal mixing has been added in the FCT case. Isopycnal 
mixing in a z-coordinate model can be described by a 
mixing tensor as e.g., given by Redi (1982). Some sim- 
plifications of the tensor are possible because of the 
small aspect ratio H/L and the smallness of diapycnal 
compared to isopycnal mixing. Details can be found in 
the Appendix (see also Gent and McWilliams 1990). 
Note that the formulation is such that the mixing is al- 
ways strictly along the local neutral surface. 
The values A1 = 103 m 2 s- 1 and Ao = 0 were chosen 
for isopycnal and diapycnal mixing coefficients, re- 
spectively. In addition to the explicit isopycnal mixing, 
the FCT-scheme introduces ome implicit diffusion in 
both the horizontal and vertical directions. 
The standard and upstream cases were both inte- 
grated for 2700 years of simulated time whereas the in- 
tegration of the FCT case was stopped after 1500 years. 
Although standard and FCT cases did not reach a com- 
plete equilibrium, the trends were well established and 
could be extrapolated with reasonable confidence. The 
differences between the models became clear at that 
point and were not likely to be significantly altered ur- 
ing a continued calculation. 
Results 
The adjustment timescales of the ocean to changes in 
the atmospheric forcing, control the evolution of the 
full climate system on timescales of decades and centu- 
ries. For experiments with coupled ocean - atmosphere 
models it is, therefore, important to establish those ad- 
justment timescales and their possible dependence on 
numerical algorithms for the oceanic component. The 
time evolution of the horizontal averaged temperature 
from the initial (Levitus) values is an integral measure 
of the model response to a change in the thermohaline 
forcing. Density and salinity give no independent infor- 
mation and are not presented here. Features like the de- 
crease of the Mediterranean salinity anomaly can 
hardly be identified against he overall increase of sal- 
inity. 
The salient feature of Fig. 5 is a warming trend at 
all levels on timescales increasing with depth. The ad- 
justment is most rapid in and above the main thermo- 
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Fig. 5a-c. Horizontally averaged temperatures a a function of time for the a CD, b UPS and c FCT Atlantic models. Time series for 
levels 3, 6, 8, 10, and 12 are plotted 
cline where it takes around 100 years to achieve quili- 
brium. The warming, which in all models occurs mainly 
at low latitudes, is most pronounced in the standard 
and UPS models, and somewhat weaker and slower in 
the FCT model. At the 700 m level the increase in all 
models is particularly strong and reaches up to 5 K. At 
this level, the lack of Antarctic inermediate water 
(AAIW) formation due to the closed boundary at 30 ° S 
can be expected to contribute to the warming. The ini- 
tial salinity anomaly of the AAIW, which covers 
roughly 45% of the volume at level 6 (between 558 and 
871 meters depth), amounts to -0.3 psu. If this ano- 
maly were removed by isopycnal processes, the temper- 
ature would increase by AT=fl/a AS~I.8 K 
( f l=0 .8  10 -3, a= 1.3 10-4K -]) in the area of the origi- 
nal AAIW and by 0.8 K in the mean over level 6. This is 
less than one fifth of the total increase obtained in that 
level. Hence we must conclude that the main part of the 
warming signal has a different origin. It corresponds to
a thickening of the main thermocline relative to the ini- 
tial state. As will be discussed, its most plausible causes 
are either a too high overall mixing level in these mod- 
els, or too small upwelling rates, or both. 
Even after 2700 years of integration time, the deep 
levels in the CD-model are not yet in equilibrium, and 
continue to evolve towards a more or less uniform tem- 
perature around 7 ° C. A timescale for vertical diffusion 
is (1/2)z2/A,,, yielding 300 (5000) years for depths of 
1000 (4000) m which is not inconsistent with the results 
for the CD-model. A possible reason for the deep 
warming is that the formation of North Atlantic deep 
water by overflow from the Norwegian-Greenland Sea 
is effectively blocked through lateral diffusion in coarse 
resolution models. The maximum surface densities 
south of the overflow region coincide with (winter) 
temperatures of about 7 ° C, and as no interannual fluc- 
tuations of the surface forcing are considered, we must 
expect deep temperatures of that magnitude in a stea- 
dystate solution. Another possibility, which was 
pointed out by K. Bryan (personal communication) is 
that bottom friction is not effective nough to cause a 
significant ageostrophic downslope flow. The sharp po- 
lar front, especially in the upstream and FCT models, 
indicates that this may be the principal cause, and that 
lateral diffusion is probably less important. 
The closed boundary at 30°S which prevents the 
transport of Antarctic bottom water into the North At- 
lantic may also contribute to a deep warming in the in- 
itial stage of the adjustment. The northward transport 
of AABW is estimated to be 2.9 Sv (Roemmich and 
Wunsch 1985). This implies a cooling of 3.10 -3 K/yr 
for the deepest level in the model assuming a 1 K tem- 
perature difference between the AABW at 30 ° S and the 
mean temperature over the deepest level. Cutting off 
the AABW transport by the southern wall leaves the 
compensating processes that keep the real deep ocean 
in a nearly steady-state. Warming rates of several 10 -3 
K/yr are indeed observed in the experiments. However, 
this warming continues over at least 1000 years, which 
is far in excess of the time needed to warm the AABW 
to the initial mean temperature of the deepest level. 
After a few hundred years of integration, this warming 
can no longer be attributed to the closing of the south- 
ern wall. 
The timescales for the upstream-model are signifi- 
cantly shorter, and after little over 1000 years an equili- 
brium is obtained in all levels. That shorter timescale 
reflects a larger meridional overturning, especially in 
the deeper levels (see later). While levels 9 through 11 
are homogenized at 7.5 ° C, the deepest level remains 
2.5°C colder. An analysis of the lateral temperature 
distribution revealed the following reason for this unex- 
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Fig. 6. Maximum eridional mass transport inthe deep cell north 
of 30 ° N for the UPS experiment 
pected result. The deepest level is separated into four 
basins which can only communicate with levels above. 
Whereas in the North American basin (the best venti- 
lated one) the deepest level indeed has the same aver- 
age temperature asthe level above, e.g., the Brasil basin 
is at 2.4 ° C which is close to its initial temperature. The 
vertical velocities in this region are very small, of the 
order of 10 -8 m/s, so that the deepest level is effec- 
tively decoupled and remains at its initial temperature 
(or at the temperature of the time when the vertical vel- 
ocities become small). This nearly discontinuos behav- 
ior is reminiscent of the situation in Fig. 3b which also 
was caused by small normal velocities in the separation 
region. The implicit diffusion of the upstream scheme, 
while generally large, is very small in this region, result- 
ing in a truly advective character of this scheme. 
The upstream temperatures in the main thermocline 
show a small but significant decrease after 1000 years. 
An indication of this non-monotonic behavior - with a 
longer timescale and smaller amplitude-can also be 
seen in the standard model. Apparently that decrease is
connected with the evolution of the meridional over- 
turning rate (Fig. 6). Initially the maximum rate plunges 
within the first decade of integration from 18 to 8 Sv, 
indicating a sharp reduction in convective mixing and 
deep water formation at high latitudes. Similarly rapid 
breakdowns of the thermohaline circulation have been 
found in models with fixed freshwater flux (e.g., Maier- 
Reimer and Mikolajewicz 1989; Marotzke and Wille- 
brand 1991) and also in coupled ocean-atmosphere 
models (Bryan and Spelman 1985). As the deep levels 
are gradually warmed, convective mixing becomes 
more effective, and the total overturning rate increases. 
That leads to increased upwelling rates in lower lati- 
tudes, and hence a decrease in the thermocline temper- 
ature. In the other models, this is not seen because the 
strength of the overturning signal is weaker. Addition- 
ally, in the standard model the time-independent cou- 
piing to the deeper levels through vertical diffusion re- 
duces the influence of the upwelling rate further. Note 
that the advective time scale T~ = z /W is always smaller 
than the diffusive time scale by a factor of Az/z with 
the upstream scheme. 
The temperatures of the FCT-model at the 150 m- 
level are significantly lower than in the other two ex- 
periments, reflecting a more pronounced gradient in 
the main thermocline (see Fig. 8 later). At the deepest 
level the warming after 1500 years is stronger than in 
the standard version, a consequence of increased mix- 
ing necessary to avoid numerical dispersion. 
The streamfunction f the meridional mass trans- 
port is shown in Fig. 7. The standard case (Fig. 7a) is 
dominated by a deep cell centered at 1000 m depth 
around 50 ° N, reaching a maximum value of 14 Sv. 
Sinking is confined to a small region near 60 ° N, 
mainly the Irminger Sea, and only 2-3 Sv originate 
from exchange with the Norwegian-Greenland Sea. 
Very little transport occurs below 2500 m. Near the sur- 
face three cells can be identified, their upper portions 
obviously result from Ekman transport. The strongest 
cell reaches 12 Sv between 10 ° N and 20 ° N. The equa- 
torial upwelling mainly occurs from shallow depths, 
but approximately 4 Sv are connected to the deep cell. 
Although the southern boundary is closed, there still is 
a cross-equatorial northward near-surface transport of 
4 Sv. 
While the upper ocean pattern in the upstream 
model (Fig. 7b) is more or less identical to the standard 
case, the deep overturning cell has a maximum trans- 
port of nearly 20 Sv, a 40% increase over the standard 
model. The difference is most pronounced between 
2000 and 3000 m north of 40 ° N, as seen from the dif- 
ference map (Fig. 7d). The ventilation of the deepest 
levels in mid-latitudes i strongly enhanced compared 
to the standard case, causing the much faster adjust- 
ment of the upstream model. In contrast, the FCT 
model (Fig. 7c) has a transport maximum of only 11 Sv, 
and the deep circulation is weaker than in both other 
models. The FCT model shows almost no low latitude 
upwelling from deeper levels into the main thermo- 
cline. 
The temperature s ction at 30°W (Fig. 8) gives an 
impression of how the different models are able to si- 
mulate the main thermocline structure. The standard 
and the upstream models (Fig. 8a, b) are nearly identi- 
cal. Both fail to reproduce the observed sharp gradients 
(Fig. 8d), especially in the equatorial region. For the 
standard version, this problem has been noticed long 
ago (e.g., Bryan et al. 1975) and attributed to too much 
vertical diffusion and the weakness of the thermohaline 
circulation. The upstream scheme does not give any im- 
provement which one might have expected in analogy 
to Fig. 3b. The reason is a strong exchange across the 
main thermocline levels in some parts of the basin. 
While e.g., the net upwelling into level 4 between 20 ° S 
and 20 ° N amounts to 7 Sv, this number consists of 15 
Sv total upwelling accompanied by 8 Sv downwelling. 
Implicit diffusion through lateral advection then results 
in a broad thermocline structure. 
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Fig. 7 a-d. Meridional mass transport for the a CD, b UPS and c FCT experiments. The difference between UPS and CD is plotted in d. 
The contour interval is 2. 106m3/s 
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Horizontal diffusion of temperature differences that 
are due to upwelling and downwelling in different re- 
gions also contributes to the broad thermocline struc- 
ture in the standard model. In contrast, the isopycnal 
mixing in the FCT model (Fig. 8c) does not wipe out 
these differences. The equatorial thermocline in the 
FCT model is shallower, and the vertical gradients 
seem much more realistic. The subarctic front is signifi- 
cantly sharper than in the other models. However, the 
maximum in thermocline depth near 30 ° N is not well 
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reproduced, and the isotherms do not rise towards the 
equator. 
F. Bryan (1987) has demonstrated in a series of ex- 
periments that both the strength of the meridional over- 
turning and the thermocline thickness are closely re- 
lated to the vertical mixing coefficient A,. He found 
that both increase with A~/3, a rule which, for the ther- 
mocline thickness, can also be deduced from scaling ar- 
guments, whereas for the overturning transport, scaling 
would suggest a A~/31aw. 
An integral measure for the thermocline depth is 
d= ~ (T-Ts)dz 
-n ( I s -  rn) 
where T~ and TH are the temperatures at the surface 
and at depth z = -H  respectively. Values for the mean 
profiles between 10 ° S and 10 ° N are presented in table 
4 for H= 500 m. The effective mixing rates, according 
to the A 1/3 relation, indicate that the overall level of 
diapycnal mixing in the equatorial region is somewhat 
stronger in the upstream model than in the standard 
case. The mixing is considerably reduced in the FCT 
model. The product of d and a mean upwelling velocity 
gives an estimate of the vertical diffusivity, that does 
not rely on a specific model assumption, unlike the 
scaling mentioned previously. The results (Table 4) are, 
however, consistent and lead to the same conclusions. 
The horizontal average over the limited equatorial do- 
main does not take into account he effect of the lateral 
fluxes into the domain. Horizontal fluxes vanish in the 
average over the total area. A more appropriate meas- 
ure for the overall effective vertical mixing is therefore 
given by 
(A,}=(FD}/(T~) 
where (...} denotes the horizontal average and F D is the 
diffusive vertical flux of temperature. In the standard 
case (Av} is equal to the mixing coefficient 
A ,=0.65.10-4m2s -1. Vertical distributions of (A,} for 
the UPS and FCT models are displayed in Fig. 9. In the 
UPS model (A,} increases linearly from 0.4 to a maxi- 
mum of 4.5.10-4 m2s- I  near 3000m depth. In the 
deep ocean (A,} almost vanishes. The effective mixing is 
reduced with the FCT scheme except for the deepest 
level that is partly decoupled from the rest of the basin 
in the UPS model. The mixing rates increase with depth 
and exceed the 0.65.10-4m2s -1 employed for the CD 
model below 1000 m depth. These large mixing rates in 
deeper layers, indicate that 0.65.10 -4 is still too small 
to preserve monotonicity with the central differences 
scheme. The small mixing rates in the upper layers, 
seem to be of greater importance than the large ones in 
deeper levels, with respect o meridional masstransport 
and thermocline depth. 
The meridional heat transport for all models is 
shown in Fig. 10. The standard run is characterized by 
a strong heat gain in the equatorial zone, reaching a 
maximum of 0.55 PW at 8 ° N and falling off more or 
less uniformly towards high latitudes. Following 
Bryan's (1962) terminology, most of the total heat trans- 
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Fig. 9a, b. Effective vertical mixing rate (,4o) (see text) in the a 
UPS and b FCT experiments. The constant mixing rate of the CD 
experiment is indicated by the solid line 
Table 4. Characteristic results from the experiment with the At- 
lantic model. See text for the definition of the thermocline depth d 
and the effective vertical diffusion Ave.. ff is the average upwell- 
ing velocity at 113 m depth between 10 ° S and 10 ° N. The "diag- 
nostic" case was computed from the UPS model after 2 months of 
integration 
CD UPS FCT Diagnostic 
case 
Thermocline depth d /m 173 186 131 149 
A.err/(10-am2s -1) 0.65 0.81 0.28 0.42 
d. f f / (10-nm2s -1) 0.95 1.17 0.31 0.76 
~tmax/Sv 41 50 40 58 
(subtropical gyre) 
~max/Sv 28 33 26 34 
(subpolar gyre) 
Maximum meridional 14.7 20.0 12.8 19.9 mass transport/Sv 
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Fig. 10. Northward heat transport in PW for the CD, UPS, and 
FCT experiments 
port is due to the overturning component. Only north- 
ward of 40 ° N the gyre component becomes dominant. 
The upstream heat transport is slightly smaller at low 
latitudes, but is larger north of 40 ° N. The secondary 
maximum near 50°N is caused by a maximum in the 
gyre transport which is more pronounced than in the 
standard case. 
The increase in northward heat transport north of 
40 ° N corresponds to a heat gain of the ocean through 
the surface. That heat gain originates from the New- 
foundland Basin and has already been noticed by Sar- 
miento (1986). A cold SST anomaly due to an eastward 
flowing Labrador Current and southward Ekman trans- 
port, forces the model ocean to take up heat through 
the restoring boundary condition, in a region where ob- 
servations indicate strong ocean heat-losses. The UPS 
model shows a larger heat gain due to its more intense 
subarctic gyre (Table 4) which also penetrates farther 
south than in the CD model. 
The FCT model has a significantly reduced heat 
transport, gaining a maximum of 0.35 PW. This differ- 
ence is caused by a much weaker overturning compo- 
nent, whereas the gyre transport alone slightly exceeds 
the other models. 
It may be instructive to compare the heat transport 
with Sarmiento's (1986) results. There 0.48 PW are 
gained in the restoring zone near the southern bound- 
ary, simulating the heat transport across 30 ° S. The heat 
transport stays almost constant until the equator is 
reached, where roughly 0.5 PW are gained by Sarmien- 
to's model. This is almost the same value as in the CD 
and UPS models described here. The equatorial heat 
gain comes out again as a very robust feature of differ- 
ent models. It is obviously determined by the Ekman 
transports which are given by the prescribed forcing. 
The deep upwelling gives only a minor contribution to 
the air-sea temperature difference. Sarmiento's model 
again shows almost constant heat transport north of the 
equator until the total heat is given up within the north- 
ern restoring zone. The models considered here show a 
much stronger release of heat north of the equator 
which seems to compare better with observations (e.g., 
Isemer and Hasse 1987). 
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Discussion 
We have investigated the sensitivity of coarse-resolu- 
tion ocean circulation models on the choice of the nu- 
merical advection scheme, and on the formulation of 
the mixing parametrization. The principal conclusion 
of this study is that characteristic properties relevant 
for climate response xperiments such as e.g., merid- 
ional overturning and heat transport, thermocline 
thickness and horizontal gyre transport plus the time- 
scale for the adjustment to thermohaline forcing, de- 
pend not only on explicit mixing parameters but also 
on implicit parameters hidden in the choice of the nu- 
merical scheme. 
Three cases (standard, UPS and FCT) have been 
considered. The standard case uses the traditional cen- 
tral differences algorithm with explicit vertical and ho- 
rizontal diffusion. The (constant) values for the diffu- 
sion parameters are rather large, leading e.g., to a main 
thermocline structure which is too broad compared to 
observations. Nevertheless, temperature and salinity 
distributions till show signs of non-physical oscilla- 
tions. In the deep ocean temperature and salinity bud- 
gets are dominated by vertical diffusion, leading to 
rather long adjustment timescales of several thousand 
years. 
The choice of the vertical diffusion coefficient was 
not primarily based on physical considerations. To 
avoid numerical dispersion effects like the equatorial 
salinity maximum shown in Fig. 1 we were forced to 
use a vertical diffusivity of 0.65.10-4ruEs -1. Central 
differences models with vertical resolution similar to 
our experiments have been described in the literature, 
using much smaller vertical mixing rates. A recent ex- 
ample can be found in Bryan (1987) where the vertical 
diffusivity is reduced to 10- 5 m E s - 1 for one experiment 
with a 12-level flat-bottom box ocean model. We do not 
imply that those results are necessarily contaminated by
numerical dispersion effects as the occurrance of such 
effects depends very much on the individual configura- 
tion. The vertical velocities in flat-bottom cases are, in 
general, smaller and with that the sensitivity to numeri- 
cal dispersion is diminished. However, a recent study 
with a flat-bottom 12-level model has identified severe 
numerical errors leading to a false equatorial cell 
(Weaver and Sarachik 1990). The surface boundary val- 
ues, for temperature and salinity applied in Bryan's cal- 
culation, also do not contain such extremes as our 
boundary values in the Guinea basin, which are taken 
from Levitus (1982) without further modifications. The 
very low surface values in our case give rise to a sharp 
front below the surface which is especially susceptible 
to numerical dispersion effects. 
However, in many cases dispersive ffects are less 
dramatic than those shown in Fig. 1 and may remain 
unnoticed. The temperature section corresponding to
Fig. 1 for example shows only a spreading of the iso- 
therms in the depth range of the salinity anomaly and 
lacks the conspicuous tructure visible in the salinity 
field. A temperature anomaly is nevertheless present, 
generated similarily to the salinity anomaly at the same 
location. In this particular case the anomaly does not 
destabilize the density stratification. However, disper- 
sive ripples develop independently in the different ad- 
vected quantities, and in general there will be no com- 
pensation i  the density field. Due to the convective ad- 
justment this will often lead to erroneous vertical fluxes 
of heat and salinity and an artificially increased vertical 
mixing which may be difficult to detect. 
The upstream odel overall is by far the most diffu- 
sive one of those considered here. Its implicit diffusion 
is always ufficient to suppress numerical dispersion ef- 
fects. The spatial distribution of implicit mixing is non- 
uniform. Compared to the standard case, effective mix- 
ing is comparable in the main thermocline while much 
larger values prevail in the deep ocean. Meridional 
overturning is significantly stronger and extends to 
larger depths. The amount of 20 Sv compares favorably 
with estimates from the observed mass and tracer fields 
(e.g., Roemmich and Wunsch 1985) as well as with the 
result of our 'diagnostic' ase. The horizontal transport 
increases by approximately 20% in both subtropical 
and subpolar gyres. This increase is related to the more 
vigorous deep flow in the upstream case. Regionally 
(e.g., at the polar front and in the Brasil Basin) advec- 
tive characteristics in the T-S distributions are more vis- 
ible than in the standard case. 
The FCT-model with isopycnal mixing parametriza- 
tion was constructed to minimize the effective diapyc- 
nal mixing while satisfying the thermodynamical on- 
straints. The effective mixing is particularly small in the 
thermocline, and a significant reduction in thermocline 
thickness which is much closer to the observations has 
been achieved in this way. Below 1000 m the diapycnal 
mixing of the FCT-model exceeds that of the standard 
run, and we must conclude that for the present resolu- 
tion a value of 0.65- 10-4 is too small to avoid numeri- 
cal dispersion effects everywhere. Apparently, mixing 
coefficients increasing below the main thermocline 
(which actually may be motivated from physical con- 
siderations, ee Gargett 1984) would be better suited for 
this purpose. 
The most striking discrepancy between model re- 
sults and observations is the warming trend in all mod- 
els (Fig. 5) leading to higher model temperatures in the 
deep ocean. We have ruled out the limited computa- 
tional domain as a principal cause for this discrepancy. 
The analysis of the model results in terms of the effec- 
tive vertical diffusion showed that the warming mecha- 
nism is different among the models. For the standard 
case we found a purely diffusive adjustment of the 
deep ocean towards the temperature atthe base of the 
deepest level which is directly ventilated by the merid- 
ional overturning motion. This is not primarily due to 
an overly large mixing coefficient but to the virtually 
complete lack of motion in these deep layers. The deep- 
reaching overturning in the upstream case provides for 
an advectively dominated regime in spite of the large 
mixing rates in the deep levels. However, the North At- 
lantic deep water distributed by the current system has 
the wrong properties. The relatively large vertical mix- 
ing rates below 1000 m in the FCT case (Fig, 9) indicate 
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large vertical velocities between those levels. This does 
not appear in the meridional mass-transport (Fig. 7) be- 
cause the motion is on small horizontal and vertical 
scales and tends to cancel in the zonal integral. Small 
scale motion is ineffective in changing the large scale 
tracer distributions. The associated implicit mixing of 
the FCT scheme can nevertheless bean important proc- 
ess, as seen from the fast adjustment of the deepest lev- 
els compared to the standard case in the absence of a 
strong large scale overturning motion. 
Due to the small effective mixing rates in the upper 
500 m only the FCT model succeeds in simulating a re- 
alistic equatorial thermocline. The relation between 
thermocline thickness and effective vertical mixing 
rates in the upper levels (Table 4) is consistent with the 
results of the series of experiments with different, but 
constant, vertical mixing coefficients conducted by 
Bryan (1987). The reduction in meridional overturning 
and heat transport in the FCT case compared to the 
standard and upstream cases is also consistent with the 
lower mixing rates in the upper 500 m. The differences 
in the effective deep mixing rates, on the other hand, 
are obviously inconsistent with Bryan's results. The 
standard case and the upstream case, which have com- 
pletely different mixing rates in the deep levels, yield 
large transports, while the FCT case with large mixing 
rates, yields only very small meridional transports. This 
indicates that for the above properties the mixing rates 
at great depths are less important than the rather subtle 
differences in the upper thermocline. 
How can one choose between models which use dif- 
ferent numerical algorithms or different subgridscale 
parametrizations? As long as the physical (and mathe- 
matical) basis of different schemes eems more or less 
equally justified, the only way to tell which one is 
"best" is by them comparing to oceanic observations. 
We have been somewhat restricted in performing a sys- 
tematic omparison with the observed mass field in the 
Atlantic. For such a purpose, models on a global do- 
main, which are not influenced by artificial boundaries, 
would clearly be more appropriate, and other impor- 
tant factors uch as e.g., seasonal and interannual varia- 
bility in the surface forcing, would have to be included. 
Also, some more experience with different parameter 
settings is necessary before a useful comparison to data 
can be made. 
The result of a systematic omparison will, of 
course, depend on which aspect of the observations i  
emphasized most or, in the jargon of inverse modeling, 
which "cost function" is chosen. For models of water 
mass distribution, we believe that the equivalent of ne- 
gative concentrations (i.e., unmixing) should have a 
high penalty because it violates a basic thermodynamic 
principle. If this premise is accepted, then the upstream 
scheme seems preferable to the standard case for 
coarse-resolution models, despite its somewhat lower 
overall accuracy (and its lower popularity among ocean 
modellers). The FCT-scheme offers similar advantages 
as the upstream scheme at a somewhat higher accuracy. 
Disadvantages of the FCT scheme are the subjective 
choice of the limiting process, a rather complicated al- 
gorithm, and the increased computational effort (ap- 
proximately a factor of 2 in our GCM calculations). 
It is apparent from Fig. 9 that, for a configuration 
with 12 vertical evels, none of the schemes considered 
here can allow for mixing rates as small as 10 -5 m2/s 
which are suggested from microstructure observations 
in the main ocean thermocline (Gregg 1987). A signifi- 
cant increase in vertical resolution would be necessary 
to achieve this purpose. Models with much higher verti- 
cal resolution are, of course, less sensitive to implicit 
mixing due to numerical algorithms, and the second- 
order accuracy of the central difference scheme ulti- 
mately becomes very attractive. As the computational 
costs increase only linearly with vertical resolution, in- 
creasing the vertical resolution seems a sensible and 
feasible approach for ocean circulation models which 
are used for climate studies requiring long-term inte- 
grations. 
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Append ix  1 
Implementation fupstream and FCT schemes 
Because of the diffusive character of the upstream dis- 
cretization a forward timestep 
T "+' = T" -At IV .(u" T")+R(T")} (A.1) 
would normally be employed where R contains the 
contributions other than advection to the tracer bal- 
ance. However, this discretization turned out to be un- 
stable in the ocean model. The most likely cause is a 
nonlinear instability of the full system containing the 
momentum, temperature and salinity balances. 
There are several ways to suppress that instability. 
Here we chose 
T "+ '= T" - ' -2At{V .(u" T'- ')+R(T"-')} (A.2) 
over 2 At which is stable and also facilitates the combi- 
nation of fluxes from the central difference scheme 
with leapfrog timestepping, with fluxes from the up- 
stream scheme in the FCT case. 
The implementation f the FCT scheme follows the 
outline given by Zalesak (1978). The limit for the anti- 
diffusive fluxes are chosen to assure that the new solu- 
tion T" +1 lies within a certain range Tmi. and /'max- 
These limits for T" +1 at a certain grid point (L j, k) are 
given by 
Tra in /max __  min  lq r ' *  n 1 n n 
qk -- rnax[ l i j k ,  T i j k ,  2 (T i j k  d- T i+ l jk ) ,  
1 n n 1 n n 
~(Tqk  + ~(Tijk + Ti-ljk), To+lk), 
1 n n 1 n ~(T~jk T~k+,), ~(T i j  k .-~ T i j _ l k ) ,  + 
, - (A.3) (Tijk + T~k- 1 )}. 
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This is a slight modification of Zalesak's scheme. The 
mean of neighboring T" (the solution of the preceding 
timestep) replaces the upstream solution T* at time 
n + 1. This modification allows a more simple and effi- 
cient coding and has no significant influence on the re- 
sults. The solution of the advective step cannot be out- 
side the range Tmin/""". This does not assure, however, 
the strict monotonicity of the advected quantity, and 
the results may still show unrealistic wavelike behav- 
ior. 
It is possible that the range of allowed values is 
given by the variation of T in only one direction, 
whereas the largest antidiffusive flux occurs in a direc- 
tion nearly perpendicular to the gradient of T. This is 
indeed often the case in the ocean model where the 
transports are predominantly horizontal whereas the 
gradient is almost vertical. In order to overcome this 
problem, we have employed 1-dimensional prelimiters 
as suggested by Zalesak. The allowed range Tlmin/""" 
for the I-dimensional FCT-steps is determined for each 
coordinate direction in analogy to (A.3). 
The use of 1-dimensional prelimiters is not the only 
way to achieve sufficiently monotonic distributions. We 
have conducted experiments with a 2-dimensional FCT 
for the horizontal directions and a I-dimensional 
scheme for the vertical to prelimit the antidiffusive 
fluxes. This introduces some more noise but on the 
other hand is less diffusive than three 1-dimensional 
limiters. 
Appendix 2 
Remarks on the isopycnal mixing formulation 
1. We combined the FCT advection scheme only with 
isopycnal mixing because the large diffusion in the ho- 
rizontal present in the upstream experiment would have 
masked any additional isopycnal mixing. Temperature 
and salinity as well as other tracers are found to be al- 
most homogeneously distributed on density surfaces in 
large areas of the model. This is the result of the advec- 
tively dominated tracer balances which prevail in the 
upper thermocline and is even the case when no isopyc- 
nal mixing is acting. Isopycnal mixing by definition has 
no effect on tracers that are homogenous on density 
surfaces. As noted by Cox (1987 unpublished manu- 
script), the numerical consequence is that isopycnal 
mixing, unlike horizontal mixing, does not contribute 
to the suppression of numerical dispersion in these 
cases, and hence must be accompanied by either a flux- 
limiting scheme as in our FCT-experiment or addi- 
tional horizontal mixing. 
2. Large vertical fluxes of tracers associated with iso- 
pycnal mixing along steeply sloping density surface can 
cause numerical instability due to violation of the CFL- 
criterion. It is therefore necessary to limit the vertical 
fluxes depending on the slope of the isopycnals. This is 
done without introducing any diapycnal mixing by re- 
ducing the isopycnal mixing coefficient while keeping 
the isopycnal/diapycnal orientation of the mixing ten- 
sor. The diffusion tensor then takes the form (cf. Gent 
and McWilliams 1990) 
and has the same principal axes (but slightly different 
eigenvalues) as the full tensor. Except for the off-diag- 
onal elements -p,p,/p:, which we neglected for the 
sake of consistency, these are the same approximations 
as given by Cox (1987). A, and AD denote isopycnal and 
diapycnal mixing, respectively. The parameter S serves 
to limit the mixing along a steep isopycnal, and is given 
by 
1 
S = minb,, - (D: +p;)'/tana]. 
Here a is the inclination of the isopycnal surface 
against the horizontal which has to be chosen accord- 
ing to the stability criterion given by Cox (1987): 
Note that p in the above expressions denotes the poten- 
tial density referred to the actual level of computation 
so that isopycnal mixing is strictly along the local neu- 
tral surface. 
3. During initial experiments with the isopycnal mixing 
scheme, there occured temperatures and salinities far 
beyond the physically possible range. These anomalies 
were confined to grid points which were topographi- 
cally isolated from advection. Although all surrounding 
grid points showed higher temperatures and salinities, 
their temperature and salinity fell continuously. The 
cause of this unexpected behavior was a negative diffu- 
sion effect due to the discrete nature of the model. At 
boundaries where fluxes and flux divergences have to 
be computed by one-sided rather than central differ- 
ences, the discrete form of the isopycnal mixing term 
can lead to "unmixing" despite a positive value of the 
coefficient A,. Ironically the mixing formulation in this 
case causes a violation of the second law of thermody- 
namics which is exactly what we have tried to avoid by 
careful choice of the advection scheme. 
The problem results from the description of isopyc- 
nal mixing in the framework of a z-coordinate model. It 
will not appear in a model based on isopycnal coordi- 
nates. We have solved it by introducing boundary 
layers one grid distance wide along the whole boundary 
of our domain (except for the surface) where the diffu- 
sion is horizontal instead of isopycnal and hence con- 
tains a diapycnal component. Although not motivated 
from physical considerations, this may also be physi- 
cally appropriate because of the larger energies availa- 
ble along the boundaries to mix properties across iso- 
pycnals. This is somewhat similar to the approach of 
Cox (1987) who retained a certain amount of horizontal 
mixing. While we restrict this mixing to a boundary 
layer, Cox, however, has also applied it in the interior. 
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